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Advances in Monte Carlo simulation for light propagation in tissue

Vijitha Periyasamy and Manojit Pramanik*

Abstract— Monte Carlo (MC) simulation for light propagation in tissue is the gold standard for studying the light propagation in biological tissue and has been used for years. Interaction of photons with a medium is simulated based on its optical properties. New simulation geometries, tissue-light interaction methods, and recording techniques are designed recently. Applications, such as whole mouse body simulations for fluorescence imaging, eye model for blood vessel imaging, skin model for terahertz imaging, human head model for sinus imaging, have emerged. Here, we review the technical advances and recent applications of MC simulation.

Index Terms— Biomedical optical imaging, computational modelling, Monte Carlo simulation, photon propagation, tissue optics, light tissue interaction.

I. INTRODUCTION

Scientists are always looking for new bioimaging modalities. Optical imaging is a strong contender owing to its use of non-ionizing radiation and non-invasive use [1]. Diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS), near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS), diffuse optical tomography (DOT), Raman imaging, fluorescence imaging, optical microscopy, optical coherence tomography (OCT), and photoacoustic (PA) imaging are some of the widely used biomedical optical imaging techniques for non-invasive imaging [2]. Optical window from 400 to 1400 nm is widely used, especially for deep tissue imaging [3, 4]. In each of these optical imaging modalities the interaction between light and the biological medium (tissue) can be different. The light propagation inside the biological medium is characterized by strong scattering and absorption. The light that propagates back to the illuminating surface is studied in many optical imaging modalities, for example, in DRS, NIRS, OCT etc. Photons can undergo either elastic or inelastic scattering in the tissue. The inelastic scattering carries the molecular signature of the medium and is used in Raman imaging. Emission of red-shifted (or Stokes shifted) light by the medium, is used to form fluorescent image. In OCT the reflected light, which is coherent with the illuminated source interferes constructively and gives the information about the depth as well as the reflectivity of the tissue. In photoacoustic imaging (PAI) the tissue undergoes thermo-elastic expansion when the illuminated pulsed light is absorbed by the chromophores to produce pressure waves (in the form of ultrasound) [5]. All these different types of interactions between light and tissue need to be well understood to optimize and develop the various optical imaging techniques.

The radiative transfer equation (RTE) can be used to model the light propagation in a medium. Analytical solution for solving the RTE exists for simple cases. However, for more realistic media, with complex multiple scattering effects, numerical methods are required. Several numerical solutions for RTE with approximation have been proposed, but effective solutions for heterogeneous medium (tissue) still remain a challenge [6]. Hence, numerical simulation techniques have been designed for light propagation in tissue. Photon propagation in tissue is numerically simulated using Monte Carlo (MC) technique. MC is a stochastic modelling technique earlier used for radiation transport, was introduced for light propagation by Wilson et al. [1, 7]. Here, the photon trajectory is predicted by persistent random walk. The method estimates ensemble-averaged quantities. MC was combined with diffusion theory (hybrid MC) for better accuracy near the light sources, where the diffusion theory fails [8]. The use of MC for light propagation in tissue was proposed by Wilson et al. but the implementation details of MC for light propagation in tissue were discussed a decade later [7].

Wang et al., was the first to discuss the programming steps of Monte Carlo simulation for light propagation in multi-layered tissue (MCML) coded in standard C, which is used widely even today due to its user-friendliness [9]. Tetrahedron-based inhomogeneous Monte Carlo optical simulator (TIM-OS) developed in C++, voxel-based MC (vMC) written in MATLAB, Monte Carlo eXtreme (MCX) written in compute unified device architecture (CUDA), and mesh-based MC (MMC) coded in MATLAB were developed for inhomogeneous simulation geometries [10-14]. In these numerical simulations the photon travels through the defined medium in random steps. Physical quantities such as diffused reflectance, transmittance, and absorbance are estimated by tracking large number of photons through the medium [1]. There has been a review article covering the topic of MC over the years published several years ago [15]. Here, in this review we revisit the concept of MC simulations, along with the discussions on the advancements in the simulation techniques and their new applications in biomedical imaging. Steps involved in tracking of photons in tissue using MC are discussed in section 2. Section 3 discusses...
II. BACKGROUND OF MONTE CARLO SIMULATION ALGORITHM

In MC simulation a large number of photons are propagated through the simulation medium (tissue). Photons undergo reflection, refraction, absorption, and scattering [16]. Optical properties of the medium such as refractive index (n), absorption coefficient (\(\mu_a\)), scattering coefficient (\(\mu_s\)), and scattering anisotropy (g) determine the path traced by the photons. Absorption coefficient (\(\mu_a\)) is defined as the probability of photon absorption in a medium per unit (infinitesimal) path length [1]. This physical quantity is measured by Beer’s law which is given as, I(\(x\)) = \(I_0\exp(-\mu_a x)\) where, \(x\) is the distance along the light propagation direction and \(I_0\) is the light intensity at \(x = 0\). Scattering coefficient (\(\mu_s\)) is defined as the probability of light scattering in a medium per unit (infinitesimal) path length. Scattering anisotropy (g) is defined as the mean of the cosine of the scattering angle. Typical values for biological tissues are \(\mu_a = -0.1\) cm\(^{-1}\), \(\mu_s = -100\) cm\(^{-1}\), g = 0.9, and n = 1.4 [4].

Fig. 1 (a) Block diagram of MCML as proposed by Wang et al. Reproduced with permission from [9]. (b–e) Sphere, cylinder, ellipsoid and cuboid embedded in MCML with mis-matched refractive index. (f–i) Absorbance maps of sphere, cylinder, ellipsoid, and cuboid embedded in MCML with mis-matched refractive index. Reproduced with permission from [17].

The tracking of the photon in the medium is shown in Fig. 1(a) as a flow chart. The medium in which the light propagation is simulated can be defined as an infinite or semi-infinite geometry depending on the simulation need. Photons are launched with unit weight (w) with the direction cosines along z-axis. In case of refractive index mismatch between the launch medium and propagation medium, the amount of specular reflectance [\(R_{sp} = \frac{2\mu_s+\mu_a}{\mu_s+\mu_a}\)] is deducted from the weight of the photon (w = 1 – \(R_{sp}\)), and then it is refracted. In case of matched boundary conditions the weight of the photon entering the medium is 1. Then the photon takes a random step-size (s = \(\ln\xi\) where \(\xi\) is random number), and checks if the step-size is greater than the distance to the nearest boundary. If the photon doesn’t hit the boundary then it moves by the step-size to the new location and drops weight (\(\Delta W = \frac{\mu_s}{\mu_a} W\)). For scattering, polar angle \(\theta\) and azimuthal angle \(\phi\) are randomly sampled based on which the direction cosines of the photon are recomputed. \(\theta\) is computed using Heneyy-Greenstein (HG) function which is \(p(\cos\theta) = \frac{1-g^2}{2\pi(1-g^2-2g\cos\theta)^{3/2}}\) and \(\phi = 2\pi\xi\). Absorption and scattering steps are repeated until the photon dies. Russian roulette is used to compensate for killing photons which are below certain threshold weight. When the step-size is greater than the distance to the nearest boundary, the photon moves to the boundary, and then checks for transmission or reflection.

III. DEFINING THE MEDIUM

Representing the simulation geometry as a layered structure was most common and simple approach. Each layer represented one homogeneous part of the simulation medium. Regular shaped objects such as sphere and cylinder that could be expressed as geometric/parametric equations were embedded in the planar model to mimic tumor, blood vessel and so on. For applications which demanded higher accuracy, 3D MRI or CT scans were required to obtain an accurate shape of the simulation geometry. These 3D volumes were segmented and voxelated to obtain the simulation geometry to be used in MC [10]. In voxel based MC the photons were tracked through these voxels. To overcome the discrepancy at the curved boundaries, the simulation medium was segmented into non-uniform meshes. The density of these meshes could be controlled at the boundary; hence it was feasible to do simulation in irregular shapes of medium or inclusions.

A. Medium with regular shape

MCML written in standard ANSI C, propagated photons through a multi-layered medium [9]. The simulation geometry was cylindrically symmetric about the z-axis. In conventional MCML the simulation geometry was defined by the number of layers and the thickness of each layer [18]. In this model, the boundaries that the photon encounters were planes which were given by the plane equations. At each scattering site, the distance between the photon’s current location (vector) and the plane (layer) in the direction of photon propagation was computed [7]. This kind of layer based models have been used extensively due to their simplicity. For example, brain was approximated to five parallel layers and this approximation was used here to simulate the effect of increase in CSF on diffuse reflected photons [19].
Monitoring of CSF volume was essential to monitor brain edema. Since the optical properties of brain vary during edema, applicability of NIRS for monitoring the same was proposed through MCML simulations. Skin is another organ which is widely approximated as layer structures. Skin was modelled as seven layers to study the effectiveness of optical clearing agents (OCA) such as glucose, propylene glycol and glycerol, to increase the penetration depth of light for monitoring obesity and for photodynamic therapy of acne vulgaris [20, 21]. The study concluded that the layer of application of OCA changed the light absorption significantly only in the blue spectral range. In another study, skin was further approximated to a four layer model to optimize the distance between the source and detector in reflective pulse oximeter [22]. Optimal distance between source-detector was found to be 4 mm. This simulation also proved that introducing a Fresnel lens in the path of source-detector and skin enhanced the photoplethysmography signal by 140%.

Figure 2 (a) Concentric spheres model for simulation of eye, with the details of posterior eye, (b) representative b-scan of energy deposition. Reproduced with permission from [23]. (c) Hollow cylinder for simulation of endoscopy imaging, (d) the contour plot of penetration depth for different optical properties for a circular probe of 1 mm radius. Reproduced with permission from [24]. (e) Raman photons from the inner cuboid across four planes of walled cuboid mimicking chemical concealed in a plastic container. Reproduced with permission from [25]. (f) Fluence for various drill-fiber distance for brain model in endonasal surgery. Reproduced with permission from [26].

1) Introduction of embedded objects
Multilayer model was a highly simplified model for many applications. Hence, MCML was further modified to incorporate objects of regular shapes, such as, sphere and cylinder of matched refractive index to mimic tumor and blood vessels. The embedded object was defined by parametric equation. MCML was first modified to handle embedded objects of matched refractive index. Since there were errors in the observed output parameters MCML was further modified to handle the refractive index mismatch for embedded objects of defined geometry such as sphere, cylinder, ellipsoid, and cube (MC2O). The steps involved when photons hit the tissue-object boundary where they were either transmitted or reflected based on its refractive indices have been discussed by Periyasamy et al. [17]. There was loss of accuracy in the results due to matched refractive index between the object (sphere or cylinder) and the surrounding layer. It was observed that there was an error of 5.76% when the refractive index mismatch was ignored (in case of lymph node modelled as sphere) [17, 27]. Similarly, error of 4.10% was observed on ignoring the refractive index between blood vessel (modelled as cylinder) and tissue. This error was 5.68% and 5.23% for ellipse and cuboid, respectively. Simulation geometry of embedded objects is shown in Figs. 1(b-e). The absorbance maps of the objects by MC20 are shown in Figs. 1(f-i).

Similarly, skin was modelled with blood vessels for imaging of port-wine stain [28]. Multiple cylinders with refractive index 1.33 were embedded within epidermis whose refractive index was 1.37 [28]. Photons were either refracted or transmitted when they encountered the blood vessels due to mis-matched refractive indices. The angle of refraction was computed based on the angle on incidence which is detailed by Periyasamy et al. [17]. Angle between the blood vessels was varied from 0°, 30°, 60° and 90°. This angular orientation of the blood vessels was used to mimic cross-bridge blood vessels. Absorption map of cross-bridge blood vessels were projected on the plane z = 0.25 mm (which is the along the center of the 0° vessel). It was concluded that the location and angular orientation of the blood vessels influenced the energy distribution.

2) Concentric models of regular geometric shapes
The applications of MCML grew widely beyond skin layers to light propagation in eye, endoscopy, and so on. Hence, the concept of MCML was extended to concentric spheres, concentric cylinders, and walled cuboid for more realistic approach [23-25, 29]. The simulation mediums were defined in spherical, cylindrical and Cartesian co-ordinate system, respectively.

Figure 2 (a-b) are the eye model and its absorption distribution. Retinal imaging is important to monitor the melanin pigment in retina degradation, which leads to age-related and blindness disorder. Photoacoustic ophthalmoscopy is used to capture retinal images. The proposed eye model was used to study the feasibility of PA signals to monitor the retinal blood vessels [23]. Eye ball constituted of 6 layers and the diameter was 23 mm. A cylindrical blood vessel along with its vessel wall (100 μm diameter) was placed 10 μm beneath the retinal surface. Spherical coordinate system was used to propagate the photons in this MC simulation. Light energy was recorded from 0° to 5° which is marked in Fig. 2(a). The absorbance along the
simulation field is shown in Fig. 2(b). Melanin concentration was estimated by the ratio of energy deposited in the blood vessel and in the retinal pigment epithelium. The ratio varied between 2% to 9.5% based on the melanin concentrations. The eye model which included the curvature of eye was used to study the change in PA signal amplitude due to the melanin concentrations in retina.

Concentric cylinders [Fig. 2(c)] model was simulated for endoscopic surgery [24]. Effect of optical properties on the depth of penetration and the required source-detector distance was studied using this hollow cylinder model called endo-MCML. The simulation geometry was defined in cylindrical coordinate system, and both the source and detector were on the inner surface of the cylinder. The contour shown in Fig. 2(d) represents the optimal distance between the source and detector for the given optical properties of the tissue being imaged. Endo-MCML results for esophagus model showed that to detect diffuse reflected light from deep tissue, larger source-detector distance needs to be used.

MCML was modified to simulate walled cuboid model to validate the Raman experiment where chemical sample was filled in a cuboid container [25]. Six planes of the inner cuboid and the six planes of the outer cuboid were defined by plane equation. Raman photons transmitted from the outer cuboid were recorded along with the label of the layer in which they were converted to Raman. The MC code was modified to generate Raman photons at a probability of $10^{-6}$. Raman photons detected from the sample (inner cuboid) along the four sides of the outer cuboid are shown in Fig. 2(e). From the visualized cuboid it was concluded that Raman signal from material can be detected at any of the six planes.

B. Irregular shaped simulation medium

The layered model or the double-concentric sphere model of the brain was very simplistic and unrealistic [30]. The planar geometry of MCML was replaced by regular prisms of infinite height in z-axis, to simulate two-dimensional human brain [31]. Complex mouse optical simulation environment (MOSE) was developed to track photons in a mouse model for bioluminescent imaging [14, 32]. Ellipsoids, cylinders and polyhedrons were the building blocks of MOSE. Structural magnetic resonance images (MRI) of human brain were segmented into voxels, each voxel was assigned optical properties of the tissue it represented, and photons were tracked along these voxels [33]. Whereas, in TIMOS and MMC, the MRI images were converted to meshes for tracking of photons. Voxels or the mesh elements are assigned the optical properties of the medium in which they lie.

1) Voxel-based geometry

The tissue geometry was represented as 3D matrix of voxels (also called as parallelepipeds) which were of uniform size [34]. The optical properties of the medium were stored in a structure and the voxels were assigned positive integers representing the tissue type. Photon was tracked from voxel to voxel [10]. Note that the absorbance and scattering of photons in vMC was the same as MCML. Step-size of the photon computed at each scattering site in the vMC was computed as $p_x(s) = (\mu_a + \mu_s)e^{-(\mu_a+\mu_s)s}$. Pseudo-random numbers were obtained using Marsaglia’s “subtract with borrow algorithm” which was available in MATLAB [35]. To avoid boundary condition check at each voxel, voxel library was constructed with the optical properties of the tissue assigned to the voxel; which also accelerated the photon tracking [36]. Voxel-based MC for skin and brain are discussed further.

When the number of blood vessels in the skin increased, the simulation geometry was modified to voxel based MC [37]. Nine blood vessels were embedded in skin. Checking for interaction of photon with the cylinders using parametric equation at each scattering site is computationally expensive. Hence, a three dimensional matrix was generated with optical properties assigned to each voxel. This model was used to study the heat propagation during port-wine stain treatment. Simulations suggested that pulse duration greater than 6 ms leads to injury of small range blood vessels. The other 3D models designed in voxel MC were brain and prostate gland [38, 39].

Photoacoustic (PA) imaging was essential during endonasal surgery to ensure that the drill tool doesn’t puncture the arteries of the brain [26]. Hence the path of drill tool, skull and the brain tissue with embedded arteries, was developed. Simulation geometry for PA imaging of endonasal surgery were converted to voxels to perform the MC. Illumination source was a fiber tip. Optical properties of drilling tool, brain, skull, artery, and air were assigned to the respective voxels. Spherical drill tip had a diameter of 2.9 mm. Fluence maps obtained for different tool to fiber distances [Fig. 2(f)] were studied. Fibers too close to the drill shaft were not preferable, because the shaft blocked maximum light. The arteries were poorly illuminated when the fiber was far from the shaft. Optimal fiber-drill distance was identified as 2.4 mm.

2) Mesh based MC

Finer voxels were required when higher accuracy in absorbance distribution was needed [35]. Increased number of voxels increases the computation time. Triangular mesh based MC was proposed by Ren et al. and tetrahedron dependent MMC was developed by Fang et al. to handle the simulations which require irregular shaped medium such as rat brain, adult brain, and neonatal brain [14, 31, 40-49]. MOSE is MC simulations where multiple objects are embedded in a medium which is used to model mouse for fluorescence tomography and bioluminescent tomography [14]. The region of simulation is converted to triangular meshes. The light source (such as fluorophores) is defined within the simulation medium. This photon launch from within the medium was not incorporated in the other MC techniques. Trabecular bone was also modelled by converting CT images into triangular meshes [49]. Each triangular mesh element was assigned with the optical properties of the medium which lies on its surface normal. Meshes generated using MATLAB based iso2mesh toolbox were defined by the nodes and each mesh was indexed (numbered).
Pre-term infants MRI scans were converted to meshes for simulations of DOT. These 4D images were required for image reconstruction on accurate, age-matched anatomy. Meshes were generated for grey matter, white matter, and the skull. Maximum mesh size was 1 mm$^3$. 345 detectors were distributed on the cranium. Log plot of the sensitivity profile along A/Ar plane were examined [46]. These simulated images for preterm to term newborns allowed age-matched and anatomically meaningful reconstruction of DOT images. In another simulation for time-resolved NIRS, 3D brain model of adult brain was generated

Fig. 3 (a) 3D structure of adult brain, (b) sagittal-cut of the finite element mesh, (c) continuous fluence, and (d) time-resolved at $t = 0.2$ ns. Reproduced with permission from [31]. (e-f) Real and reconstructed distribution of flux recording. Reproduced with permission from [50]. (g-h) Biased and unbiased time-domain optical coherence tomography, (i) class I and class II photons detected from single layer tissue. Reproduced with permission from [51]. (j) Two different photon propagation techniques for Raman scattering. Reproduced with permission from [52].

Face-neighbor list was precomputed for each mesh element. Absorbance and scattering of photons in each mesh element was done in a similar manner as described for MCML. Plucker coordinate system was used for ray (photon)-polygon (mesh face) interaction. Energy deposition (absorbance) of photons was recorded using Barycentric co-ordinate system. The mid-point between the current and the next location of the photon is calculated and the node enclosing the mid-point accumulates the energy.

Pre-term infants MRI scans were converted to meshes for simulations of DOT. These 4D images were required for image reconstruction on accurate, age-matched anatomy. Meshes were generated for grey matter, white matter, and the skull. Maximum mesh size was 1 mm$^3$. 345 detectors were distributed on the cranium. Log plot of the sensitivity profile along A/Ar plane were examined [46]. These simulated images for preterm to term newborns allowed age-matched and anatomically meaningful reconstruction of DOT images. In another simulation for time-resolved NIRS, 3D brain model of adult brain was generated [Fig. 3(a)]. Meshes were generated for scalp, CSF, grey matter, and white matter. They were smoothed using Laplacian algorithm. Denser meshes were generated close to the complex cortex surface. Point source illumination was positioned at the center of the head. Fig 3(b) is the sagittal slice of the brain for which the initial fluence distribution [Fig 3(c)] and fluence distribution at 0.2 ns is shown [Fig 3(d)].

IV. LIGHT ILLUMINATIONS

Many applications require simulations to optimize the light delivery. Pencil beam (point source) light illumination used in MCML is too simple and unrealistic since such light sources are not easily available in practice. Absorbance, transmission or reflectance estimated for a point source by MCML was theoretically convolved (CONV) for other illumination sources such as Gaussian beam, top hat source and circular beam [53]. Convolution, of course assumes that the system is linear and shift invariant. CONV cannot be used when this condition is not satisfied. Below several common light illumination schemes for shift variant models are discussed in detail.

In many applications the light launch location can be at multiple locations and with different angles as well. In one of the study, where the light delivery was optimized for photoacoustic imaging, MCML was modified to incorporate various light launching situations in an embedded sphere model [27]. The launch locations of the photons were around the ultrasound transducer for more realistic optimization of illumination angle [27]. Point source at the center (origin) was compared with sources split across the minor axis of the transducer, major axis, and ten sources were distributed along the face of the transducer. Even though the absorbance in sphere was high for illumination from origin, practically it is rather a challenging task to deliver the light through the center of the ultrasound probe. Hence, the design of point sources across the minor axis of the transducers was chosen.

The closest (to pencil beam) light illumination one can achieve is the light launch using a fiber. The radial distribution of the photon from the fiber tip (for many applications the fiber tip is also approximated as a point) and the angular orientation of the photon due to the numerical aperture (NA) of the fiber was simulated [54]. Simulation of photon launch from the fiber tip was used to optimize the source-detector position. Illumination from fiber bundle at an angle was also simulated to study the effects of change in angle on the absorbance in imaging of sentinel lymph node modelled as sphere [55]. The fiber bundle consisted of multiple multi-mode fibers randomly packed inside the bundle. Illumination at an angle of 15° was optimum when the sphere was on surface (0.5 cm), but the angle of illumination had lesser effect on spheres at the depth of 3 cm. In another study discussed earlier (section 3.1.2), angular beam of 2° from fiber tip was the illumination source [23].

For microscopic applications the light was launched through lens which focusses the light to a diffraction limited spot. Diffraction of photons is ignored in traditional MC, because the wave nature of photon is not considered. Hence in the simulations of Gaussian beam illumination, the launched photons focused at a point in the medium which was
undesirable. To overcome the short coming, the Gaussian beam profile formed by the lens was simulated during the launch of the photons to focus at the diffraction limited focal spot [56, 57]. This was achieved by propagating the unscattered, ballistic photons along the curved trajectories predicted by Gaussian optics. The Gaussian beam was focused by a lens of numerical aperture 0.2 at focal distance of 0.8 mm (in air) [56]. The proposed model was capable of handling mis-matched refractive index between layers. Better modelling of Gaussian beam illumination increased the accuracy in estimation of fluence distribution within focal depth.

Meshes of object of interest (whole rat or human brain) were combined (restessellated) with the meshes of source and detector [40]. A single (red) tetrahedron enclosed the source which was merged with the mesh of Digimouse. Tessellation done in the pre-processing step reduced the computational cost, since the numbers of nodes were reduced. The results of wide field illumination implemented in MMC were compared with that of voxel-based MC. The fluence distribution in both of the algorithms were spatially and temporally identical.

V. INTERACTION OF THE PHOTON WITH THE MEDIUM

Once a photon is launched on the medium (or inside the medium), the photons are tracked inside the medium. Conventional MC was sufficient for simulations of few imaging modalities such as NIRS, DOT (which depends on diffuse reflected photons), and PAT (which depends on absorbance). Nonetheless, the straightforward tracking was modified to simulate other optical imaging techniques such as OCT, Raman imaging, terahertz imaging, and polarization imaging which are discussed here.

A. Frequency domain optical tomography

MCML was modified for simulation of frequency domain optical tomography [50]. Based on the modulation of the signal (cosine or sine) the photons’ weight was either real or imaginary. Time-domain source at a given position, in a particular direction and at a given time was converted to frequency domain using the Fourier transformation. Once initialized in the frequency domain the photons moved to the scattering site as seen in the MCML but the weight dropped by the photon was with respect to its phase. The imaginary weight dropped by the photon at the kth step was given by 

$$\tilde{w}_k = e^{-\frac{j\omega}{\tau_1}} \tilde{w}_1$$

where \(\tilde{w}_1\) was the current weight of the photon, \(\omega\) is the frequency of modulation and \(\tau_1\) is the step size taken. Both the real and the imaginary weight of the photon were reduced. This forward frequency domain MC was used along with perturbation MC to determine the optical properties of the medium. Fig 3(e) is the distribution of the absorption coefficient that is the input for which Fig 3(f) is the reconstructed distribution.

B. Optical Coherence Tomography

OCT is an imaging modality which depends on the backscattered photons. Since the biological medium are highly forward scattering, the number and strength of backscattered photons are less. Hence, simulations for optical coherence tomography require tracking of large number of photons to ensure the statistical significance of the photons detected at the collecting optics [51, 58-61]. Simulation of increased number of photons increases the computation time. To achieve statistically significant results in reduced simulation time, probabilistic approach was used to bias the photons towards the collecting optics. Probability of the photons reaching the collecting optics from the probing depth was increased by biasing the scattering angle of the photon towards the collecting optics [61]. The probability of polar angle sampled using HG function, \(p(\cos \theta)\) was used to calculate \(-\cos \theta\) for angular biasing of the photon. In order to maintain the statistical validity, the weight of the photon was adjusted by the proportion \(\frac{p(\cos \theta)}{p(-\cos \theta)}\). Since the photons were biased to the collecting optics only when they reached the probing depth, simulations had to be run for each probing depth (simulation time ~42 hours). Hence, a more computationally efficient importance sampling (IS) technique was developed.

Importance sampling is another probabilistic method for biasing the photon towards collecting optics. The biased and unbiased scattering is shown in Figs. 3(g-h). The site of first biased scattering was randomly chosen. Hence, biasing of photons to the collecting optics using IS technique was independent of probing depth. During a biased scattering, the direction cosines of photon were updated using modified HG, which is equation 1.

$$p(\cos \theta) = \left(1 - \frac{1-a}{\sqrt{(a^2+1)}}\right)^{-1} \times \frac{a(1-a)}{(1+a^2-2a\cos \theta)^2}$$

(1)

where, \(a\) is the bias coefficient. The weight of the photon in IS technique was compensated while recording based on the likelihood ratio of a biased and an unbiased scattering. The improved importance sampling algorithm was validated across standard MC [Fig. 3(i)] [51]. The IS based speeded-up MCMC-OCT was executed for embedded objects. Simulations for B-scans (which had 50 A-lines) of the embedded objects took 54 hours to 110 hours.

C. Raman simulation

Raman imaging was also simulated using MC [25, 52, 62, 63]. At each scattering site, a random number was generated and compared to Raman probability (defined by user) to decide if the current photon should be converted to Raman photon [Fig. 3(j)]. This conventional Raman photon generation was compared with one more Raman photon generation technique. In the second method Raman photons were generated from each scattering site and isotropically relaunched for propagation [52]. The second method (relaunching from each scattering site) had better statistical significance compared to the direct method (conversion of the photon into Raman with respect to random number). Conventional Raman photon generation technique with Raman probability of \(10^{-6}\) was used in the previously discussed example of Raman photon detected from the material sealed in a plastic container [Fig. 2(e)]. In another work, nonlinear MC was implemented for execution of simulated Raman scattering [62]. The launch of the photons was time gated. Time taken by the photons during scattering events was also tracked for synchronization. Modifications were done to handle the Raman
scattering and the simulated Raman scattering. Experimentally the Raman scattering is 5-10 orders of magnitude smaller than Rayleigh scattering. Hence, one needs to simulate MC for large number of photons (~10^{8}) which is time consuming.

D. Polarization of light

In most of the conventional simulations the polarization of the light was ignored. However, the polarization of the light can also be considered when needed. During the launch of the photons polarized light propagation was done by defining the Muller matrix which was updated at each scattering, refraction, or reflection event [65, 67]. Muller matrix was formed by the Stokes vector which describes the polarization state of light. Scattering particles were assumed to be of comparable diameters with respect to wavelength; hence Muller matrix was derived using Mie theory. Initial Stokes vector and the corresponding Lagrangian coordinate frame was specified during the photon launch where Lagrangian coordinate system of photon includes parallel electric field vector, perpendicular electric field vector, and the direction cosine vector which were orthogonal [Fig. 4(a)]. Absorbance was similar to standard MCML, but the scattering was from intensity function derived from Mie theory (instead of Heneyy-Greenstein function) as shown in Fig. 4(b). Once the photon hits a launch surface after propagating through the medium, the detection of the photon was with respect to the Lagrangian coordinate frame which undergoes four rotations (two azimuthal rotations and two scattering rotations). Polarization sensitive MC was useful to understand the effect of polarization on laser energy deposition.

E. Other imaging

Terahertz (THz) imaging was also simulated using Monte Carlo [68-71]. The photon distribution along the terahertz spectrum is based on statistical sampling. Seven-layer skin model along with blood vessels were modelled for comprehensive polarization and THz simulation. Note that inside the simulation medium many cells were incorporated as cuboid shape. In another example of THz imaging of skin with nanoparticles, skin was modelled as four layers [69]. Polarization state of the photon was recorded at each scattering site. Muller matrix was determined by the scattering, absorption and rotation of the photon to and from the reference planes. This matrix determines the Stokes vector relationship between the pencil beam and the reflected photon. The simulation of polarization and THz for skin was required to understand the sensitivity of these imaging techniques to change in water content.

Conventional MC was simulated for optical properties of tissue at different wavelengths to simulate hyperspectral imaging (HSI) [66]. HSI was simulated for estimation of reflectance and transmission of normal human finger joint and rheumatoïd
arthriti joints. Three dimensional finger models were developed with the help of computed tomography (CT) and MRI images. Suitable optical properties were assigned to the regions (epidermis, dermis, blood vessel, synovial fluid, and tendon) for optical range of 600 nm to 1100 nm. Figs 4(c-d) are the model and Figs. 4(e-f) are the reflectance and transmission at 1080 nm. Transmission for different wavelengths along y-axis is shown in Fig. 4(g). From the simulations, it was concluded that transmission images can be used to detect arthritis.

The scattering of the conventional MCML was modified for diffuse photon density wave (DPDW) imaging [72]. DPDW is the frequency domain method where the dynamic response of the scattered light intensity to the modulation of incident laser beams intensity from 50 to 1000 MHz. This frequency domain imaging was immune to noise. The scattering and absorbance was done in frequency domain. Conventionally, photon migration was done in time-domain and its Fourier transform was taken for simulation of frequency-domain imaging systems [73]. In the approach proposed by Kuzmin et al., all the launched photons contributed to the detected signal. Moreover, Bethe-Salpter equation was solved instead of solving the RTE at microscopic level to compute the scattering intensity. Results of modified MC were compared with experimental results of intralipid suspensions of various concentrations.

MCML was also modified for fluorescence imaging [47, 74, 75]. MC was modified with weighted direct emission for generation of fluorescence photons. Excited photons and the fluorescence photons were tracked with different optical properties. Similar to Raman photon generation, the first scattering of the generated fluorescence photon, was isotropic scattering. The CT scans [Fig. 5(a)] were converted to voxels or meshes [Fig. 5(b)]. MC on voxels (vMC) and meshes (MMC) were performed for fluorescence. Fig 5 (c) is the fluorescence image of whole kidney. Fig 5(d) is the five slices of fluorescence simulation. In another study CT scans of human head were converted to meshes to simulate NIR imaging of sinus. Fig 5(e) is the photon count overlayed on the CT slice shown in Fig. 5(f). Fig 5(g) is the photon count for different illumination patterns [45]. Patient CT slices were used for simulation and simulation results were compared with measured NIR. From simulations it was observed that the illumination at the center of the palate significantly reduced the image quality.

VI. REFRACTION

To simulate the roughness of the refractive surface (mainly observed in metallic surfaces), the refractive surface were divided into small micro-facets [64]. In one of the applications, two layers of micro-facets reflected and refracted light specularly. The area of each micro-facet was much larger than the wavelength. Normal vector in x and y direction for each micro-facet was randomly distributed. The model was incorporated with polarization and compared with analytical bidirectional reflection distribution function (BRDF) model. The angle of polarization, degree of polarization, and the four Stokes vector from single layered copper with roughness parameter 15 µm were studied.

Another example of rough surface compensation is seen in simulation of back scattering of coherent linearly polarized light from tissue [76]. Electric field MC was introduced by Doronin et al., which considered the laser speckle and depolarization of the linearly polarized light back scattered from the tissue due to surface roughness. Jones formalism was used to handle circular and linear polarization. Polarization vector \( \vec{P} \) was updated at each scattering site. The state of polarization is \( \vec{P}_i = -\vec{e}_i \times [\vec{e}_i \times \vec{P}_i] \), where \( \vec{e}_i \) is the unit vector along the direction of propagation after \( (i - 1)th \) scattering event. Along with electric field modelling for change in polarization, phase shifts due to the roughness was taken into account. CUDA and graphical processing unit (GPU) were used to speed-up the light propagation. Simulation with \( 10^{11} \) photons took approximately 2 hours [76]. The roughness parameter was varied from 0 to 65.8 µm. The model was validated through phantom study.

VII. RECORDING OF THE PHOTONS

MC output was modified to record the photons that travel in hemispherical and axicon shaped lensed fiber [77]. 2-fold increase was seen in signal collection with the lens compared to bare fiber tips. With advancement in the applications of MCML in various imaging techniques, the recordings of photons also varied. In simulations of OCT, only the photons that reach the collecting optics (which is specified by diameter and acceptance angle of fiber) were recorded [51]. The photons that reached the probing depth were recorded as Class I photons which was the signal and the photons that had not reached the probing depth were recorded as Class II photons which contributed to the noise [Fig. 3(i)]. For simulations of Raman imaging, conventionally the depth at which the photon was converted to Raman was recorded. In one of the simulations which focused on the layer in which the photon was converted to Raman, the photons were tagged with the layer index [23]. Fig 2(e) is the reflected or transmitted photons that were converted to Raman in the material. For polarization imaging, the four Stokes vector (which are initialized to \( [1,0,0,0] \)) were updated throughout the propagation and recorded independently once the photons were killed [64]. Photons were tracked in Digimouse model and recorded till they reached the square detectors which mimicked charge coupled devices (CCD) [40].

MC for a medium with low optical properties remained a challenge. When the absorption and scattering coefficients of the medium is very low, efficiency of MCML drops, since the number of steps taken by the photons in the finite medium reduces. In such situations instead of calculating the photons weight drop at a particular location, the fluence was estimated. In one example, the MMC was modified to compute flux of the photon, where the absorption coefficient of the mediums were 0.004 and 0.1 mm\(^{-1}\) and scattering coefficients were 0.01 to 45 mm\(^{-1}\) which are very low [41]. Note that the illumination here was through fiber source (NA is 0.39 and diameter is 200 µm). Once the photon was launched, the propagation distance was computed using \( l_a = -\ln(\xi)/\mu_a \), which was governed only by the absorption coefficient hence decoupling from scattering coefficient. The number of photons entering each mesh element was recorded as flux. The fast TIM-OS algorithm was used to find the next intersection mesh. The intensity map obtained from
photon flux recording algorithm and the intensity map by conventional weight loss algorithm were compared. Photon flux distribution in a low scattering domain such as cerebral fluid was used to study the light distribution in the neural target (with optogenetics toolbox) when the illumination source is a fiber.
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**Fig. 6** Light propagation in head model for near-infrared spectroscopy, (a) skin, (b) skull, and (c) gray matter, (d) 3D photon trajectory map at a source-detector distance of 4 cm and a wavelength of 900 nm. Reproduced with permission from [78].

Perturbation MC is another application where recording of the photons is crucial [79-81]. It was used to estimate the optical properties of an unknown medium. The prediction is done in two steps – baseline and estimation. In the baseline, simulations were run for a medium whose optical properties are known. The weight of the photon, path traced by it and the number of collisions encountered were recorded during the exit (as reflectance or transmittance). Perturbation theory is used to estimate the relationship between the new tissue properties and baseline tissue properties. The accuracy of determination of optical properties depends on the closeness of the baseline properties to it since perturbation is an approximation. It is used due to its simplicity and speed. This technique is widely applied for estimation of skin properties.

**VIII. OPTIMIZATION OF THE MC CODE**

Computational resources limited the use of MC in many cases due to the heavy computational burden. Hence the focus of MC users was to increase its speed. Liu et al. developed a scaling method to estimate diffuse reflectance for a range of optical properties from a single simulation [82]. Apart from run time improvement by probabilistic approach, computational efficiency was also improved using GPU which were dependent on CUDA programming [14, 48, 83]. With advancement in high speed computers the computational time has significantly decreased today compared to the time when MC was introduced. However, for simulations involving large simulation volume such as human brain, the computation expense still remains high due to the memory requirement. Computation speed was improved by using either faster hardware or by using smart algorithms to reduce the number of the photons that needs to be run.

Multiple runs of MCML were executed on clusters which enabled parallelization of runs [25]. For better performance, individual photons were tracked in parallel. With use of field-programmable gate arrays (FPGA) and GPU, 21x and 64x speed enhancement was reported for platforms such as core i7, GTS 450, and stratix V, which is shown in table 1 for conventional multilayer model [78, 84-87]. GPU was also used in speeding-up the mesh based simulations [78]. The human head model was segmented into skin, skull, and brain [Figs. 6(a-c)] and photons were tracked with respective optical properties at 900 nm for simulation of NIRS imaging. Optimization was done to reduce the memory usage by saving the photon trajectory nodes as array of grid co-ordinates as opposed to saving them as grid cells. The threads were synchronized for GPU. The ray-polygon intersection search was assisted by bounding volume hierarchy tree search to utilize the hardware cache better. **Fig 6(d)** is the photon trajectory map for source-detector distance of 40 mm. Use of GPU increases the speed by eleven times compared to single thread CPU.

OCT MC was speeded-up through CUDA and probabilistic approach (improved importance sampling) [88]. CUDA simulation took 2.9 minutes which was one order of magnitude less than conventional MCML which took 43 minutes. OCT simulations of standard MCML (for 1011 photons), angle biased MC (for 109 photons), and IS (for 5 x 109 photons) were implemented for homogeneous medium to compare simulation time [Fig. 3(d)]. Even though the intensity predicted by the algorithms were identical across depth, angle biased approach took half the time taken by MCML, whereas importance sampling based approach took 6 hours which was one-fifth the time taken by conventional MCML.

**IX. APPLICATIONS OF MC SIMULATIONS**

MC is widely used for skin modelling [89-91]. Experimental and simulated OCT images of skin were used to see the effect of thickness of epidermis [92]. In another work oxygen saturation in skin was studied using MC [93]. Forearm was modelled as 3 layered tissue model along with radial artery located at 6 mm below the skin [94]. MC of skin with absorbers such as melanosomes were modelled to predict the reflectance of hyperspectral light from 250 nm to 2500 nm which comprehensively represented the spectral and spatial distributions of light [95]. Effect of different illumination pattern for PA imaging of melanoma studied using MC was essential for bedside treatment planning [96].

To know the volume of tissue imaged by the fiber in the brain, MCML simulations were run with optical properties varying with respect to oxygen saturation [97]. MC simulations were done with AtlasViewer software to study the range of fluence distribution in brain tissue [98]. Adult brain simulations were carried out to ensure delivery of light in the desired region of brain with different probe placement combinations in far-infrared imaging [96].
Light delivery through transvaginal probe and transurethral probe was studied for treatment of female stress urinary incontinence [99]. The absorbance map obtained from MC was converted to heat map based on Arrhenius integral thermal damage calculations. Simulations showed that transvaginal approach was better than transurethral approach because 37% of energy was absorbed in endopelvic fascia in transvaginal case, whereas only 18% of the energy was deposited in the secondary approach. Transvaginal probe was also exploited for real-time ovarian imaging [100]. Similarly, transurethral and transrectal probe designs were explored for PA endoscopy of prostate cancer [101, 102]. Adipose tissue, urethra wall, rectum, and prostate with tumor were included in the model which was defined by voxels. Light source of 763 nm was placed either in urethra or in rectum. These simulation studies clarified that transurethral configuration of light delivery was optimum. Light propagation through a semi-infinite layer of human mucosa tissue was simulated to study the fluence distribution from a diverging laser source [103]. This simulation was done to study the absorbance distribution for photoacoustic esophageal endoscopy.

Other than these, there are many other areas of application of the MC simulations. Some of them are listed below. (1) To study the advantage and disadvantage of confocal and anti-confocal microscopy for middle ear imaging. MATLAB based MC was used with light focusing through a lens [105]. (2) Detection of iron deficiency from lips [74]. Anti-confocal system was seen to perform better in terms of background rejection. (3) MC simulations for OCT images of human tooth was experimentally validated [106]. (4) Geometry and tracking (GEANT4) based MC simulations of eye were also done to study the reflected beam profile from retina [107]. Recovering the absorption and scattering coefficient of the medium is essential to categorize it as normal tissue or as tumor. (5) Inverse MC was used in diffuse reflectance spectroscopy to compute the optical properties of the medium [108]. (6) Photoacoustic imaging was used for early detection of prostate cancer for which MC was used to design light delivery [38]. (7) Optical properties were varied over time in a time-gated MC for modelling of Doppler flow [109-111]. (8) Photoacoustic wave was modelled from the absorbance obtained from vMC simulations [112]. (9) NIRS of sinus was simulated using MMC to study the light delivery [44], and (10) simulation of new-born infants lungs was done to monitor gas volume through laser spectroscopy [113].

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (s)</th>
<th>Power (W)</th>
<th>Photons/Joules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core i7 (Seq. MCML)</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core i7 (4 threads)</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core i7 (8 threads)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTS</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statix V</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**X. DISCUSSIONS**

The simulation geometry for MC was defined by parametric equations (pMC) or voxels which is vMC or as tetrahedrons in MMC [13, 104, 114-116]. Two-layer skin model with a blood vessel was modelled to study the accuracy of the three geometries [104]. In parametric domain the boundaries were determined by equations of cylinder and planes, in vMC the cylinder boundary was approximated to 5 μm cubic voxels, and for MMC tetrahedral meshes of maximum 10 μm were generated. Fig 7(a-c) is the photon deposition in pMC, vMC, and MMC. pMC had the least error at the boundary of blood vessel. MMC needed local refinement at the boundary for better handling of curved boundaries. Another study was done to compare the effect of discretization when blood vessels were approximated to the Cartesian co-ordinate system (vMC) and the analytical tracking of photon (pMC) [117]. vMC results varied erratically with the voxel size. pMC was 25 times faster than vMC. Effect of number of photons on error in deposition and distribution of absorbance was studied [28]. Error in energy deposited was 0.1% for number of photons more than 10⁶. However, distribution error was less than 10% only when 1.2x10⁷ and 2.2x10⁷ photons were run for pMC and vMC respectively. Blood vessels along with skin were modelled as voxels. The optimal number of voxels and the number of photons required were experimented. The light deposition along the laser-spot center for varying number of photons when voxel size was 20 μm and 5 μm, was studied. The voxel size depends on the diameter of the embedded blood vessel and the optical properties of the medium [10]. The grid size (∆w) for a blood vessel of diameter (d) is given by ∆w₇ = 0.1d₇ when d₇ ≤ 2 and ∆w₇ = 0.2 otherwise, where d₇ = μ₇ - μ₅. It was concluded that one needs to run the simulation with number of photons at least five times the total number of voxels.

One more comparison was done between mesh based and two-layer based MC for light propagation in brain [118]. These two models performed better than the homogeneous (single layered) brain model used conventionally. Non-homogeneous medium such as tumor with different cell density was modelled.
as fractals by Campbell et al. [89]. The fractal model was used to mimic the non-uniform structure of a cylindrical tumor. The mass of the tumor was clustered and fractals were used to form the 3D structure. The 3D non-uniform structure was pinned to voxels for MC simulation. Sample tumor structure is shown in Fig. 7(d), and the absorption distribution is shown in Fig. 7(e).

MCML is widely used for its simplicity of defining the medium as planes (for example skin) and therefore it doesn’t need CT/MR structural images. Ignoring the curved boundaries is a disadvantage of MCML. Nonetheless, one can use this model only for preliminary studies where approximate measurements of diffuse reflectance, diffuse transmittance or absorbance are satisfactory. Due to the simple equations used to detect boundary crossing, the time taken by MCML simulations on desktop is less compared to voxel based MC and the MMC.

MCEO is ideal for simulation of phantom studies, where the medium can be defined by parametric equations. Definition by parametric equations is not sufficient for representation of complex human or small animal anatomy. Time taken by MCEO is also less than voxel-based MC and MMC. Voxel based MC converts the three-dimensional CT/MR structural volumetric data into voxels. There is a loss of accuracy at the boundaries of organs/tissue layers due to the approximation as voxels. The time taken by voxel-based MC is reduced with the help of voxel library. After the introduction of iso2mesh toolbox in computational geometry algorithms toolbox, the organ boundaries are preserved, since MMC segments the CT/MR images of complex structures (human or small animal anatomy) into meshes. The computation time is high for MMC due to the boundary check at each mesh element.

The number of photons needed to run for MC simulation is an important parameter to consider [119]. Recently, a formula was derived to determine the number of photons required for convergence of the solution. However, this formula is valid when one is interested in calculating the diffused transmittance. When lesser number of photons were tracked, there was an energy sag in the middle point (origin) compared to the adjacent point. Henceforth, $f(\mu_a) = 0.1699 \times \mu_a + 1.0981 \times d - \ln\left(\frac{0.6681\mu_a + 15.577}{0.9395}\right)$ where $10^{n_m}$ is the number of photons, $d$ is the thickness of tissue, can be used to determine the number of photons for applications interested in the forward transmission of the photons.

Sassaroli et al., compared four different light propagating techniques which are Albedo-weight method, Albedo-rejection method, microscopic Beer-Lambert method, and absorption-scattering path length rejection [120]. The statistical equivalence of four methods was compared with respect to time-resolved reflectance. Validation was done across various source-detector distances. The discrepancies among the four techniques were within the standard deviation.

MC was also combined with other modelling tools due to its flexibility. GEANT is an object-oriented toolkit for particle propagation in matter. MC simulations were executed with GEANT4 architecture for medically oriented simulations (GAMOS) [121]. MC was ported into MATLAB programming language for light propagation in optogenetics [122]. The 3D mouse head atlas that existed in optogenetics software was combined with Monte Carlo for light propagation in heterogeneous brain tissue [123].

Results or outputs of MC were widely post-processed for additional information. A 6-parameter equation was derived to use optical properties of tissue and beam radius to predict the light fluence by MC output [124]. Hence the user doesn’t have to run the simulations for each beam radius. Absorbance maps (from voxel based MC) were post-processed to study the effect of rotating illumination in PA imaging of human breast [125]. Acoustic pressure data was generated for the MC simulations using spherical-voxel based method which is detailed by Lou et al. [125]. Comparison was made between stationary and rotating illumination source based on the reconstructed images. It was concluded that to reduce the reconstruction artifacts, simple filtered back projection algorithm can be used for stationary illumination, whereas iterative reconstruction techniques were required for rotating illumination.

XI. CONCLUSION

Monte Carlo simulation for light propagation in tissue is an important simulation tool to understand how light interacts with biological tissue for various applications. Although the basic principle of the MC simulations has not changed much over the decades, there have been significant improvements in terms of how different simulation geometries, various illumination situations, photon tissue interaction mechanism are incorporated for various applications. Note that the focus of the review is only in forward MC. Hybrid MC, where diffusion theory is combined with MC for speed enhancement is discussed in another review [126]. The applications of MC we discussed are mainly focused on biomedical optical imaging, however, there are other applications of MC as well [127, 128]. The future direction of MC simulations is to improve the simulation speed, use more anatomically realistic simulation geometry, and to develop a more user-friendly simulation tool box [129].
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